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Elemental bio-imaging (EBI) of trace metal distributions in tissue sections is typically performed by laser ablation-single quadrupole-inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-SQ-MS) in which the sensitivity of biologically relevant elements such as Fe may be inhibited by polyatomic interferences. The triple quadrupole ICP-MS (ICP-QQQ-MS) is designed to reduce interferences and was examined for its potential application to EBI. Three tune modes; a no-gas, an H2, and an O2/H2 tune were developed and investigated for their suitability. All three performed well with high signal to noise ratios and low limits of detection. The O2/H2 tune was applied to a prostate cancer biopsy sample, with high levels of Zn found in the area correlating with the cancer. The oxygen mass shift was applied to image P and Se in a mouse brain. The unique focussing properties of the ICP-QQQ-MS and the ability to use mixed cell gases provided sensitive analyses of all measured isotopes with the O2/H2 tune, including those unaffected by mass shift reactions.

The dry plasma conditions of LA-ICP-MS have less matrix-based polyatomic species when compared against wet plasmas, however spectral interferences are still present for many biologically relevant trace elements (Table 1). Typical approaches for polyatomic interference mitigation with a collision/reaction cell either by kinetic energy discrimination or chemically induced dissociation in wet plasmas may also be applied to elemental bio-imaging, e.g. introduction of H2 gas into the reaction cell to remove the interference on $^{56}$Fe by $^{40}$Ar$^{16}$O. Alternatively, higher mass resolution sector-field instruments (ICP-SF-MS) are occasionally employed to resolve analytes from confounding polyatomics. However, ICP-SF-MS are costly, and compromises between resolution and ion transmission are required.

The recently-introduced triple quadrupole ICP-MS (ICP-QQQ-MS) is designed to mitigate interferences in a number of ways. The geometry consists of three mass filters. In MS/MS mode the first quadrupole (Q1) filters the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of interest prior to introduction into an ion-guide (Q2), which can be filled with a collision and/or reaction gas. The final quadrupole (Q3) again filters the desired analyte, either on its original mass or the mass shift of a known reaction product. In bandpass mode, ion transmission through Q1 may be manipulated by varying the scan line slope (SLS) and scan line gain (SLG) factors.

The ICP-QQQ-MS has been applied to analytes that are difficult to detect at low concentrations by ICP-SQ-MS, including phosphorus (P), sulfur (S) and silicon (Si) in organic matrices. Oxygen (O2) may be reacted with these kinetically-favoured analytes to form an MO+ mass that is filtered by Q3,
removing all other interfering species. This approach had superior detection limits when compared against isotope dilution (ID) – ICP-SF-MS. The O− mass shift method has also been used to determine metals and heteroatoms in a range of biological, environmental and organic matrices. Further, the ability of some elements to form an asymmetric charge transfer species in the presence of O2−, leading to the detection of H5O3+ adducts has been exploited to overcome particularly difficult isobaric interferences while others have relied on the formation of adducts such as Ti(NH4)63+ or used N2O in the reaction for this purpose.

Here, we describe the first use of an ICP-QQQ-MS in elemental bio-imaging to improve the detection of elements that are subject to potential interferences in biological tissues via mass-shift whilst maintaining the detection sensitivity of on-mass analytes. We have evaluated three tune conditions with matrix matched standards to determine effects on the limits of analysis. The mass shift tune was then applied to examine biologically significant elements in histological sections of mouse brain and prostate cancer biopsy material.

### Experimental

#### Instrumentation

All analyses were performed on an Agilent 8800 Series ICP-QQQ-MS (Agilent Technologies, Mulgrave, Victoria, Australia), coupled to a New Wave Research NWR193 laser ablation unit (Kennelec Scientific, Mitcham, Victoria, Australia), equipped with an ArF laser emitting nanosecond laser pulses at 193 nm. Samples and standards were ablated with a 50 µm spot size scanning at 200 µm s−1. S-lenses with a Pt sampler and skimmer cones were used in the ICP-QQQ-MS. The performance of the ICP-QQQ-MS was monitored daily with a solution based tuning procedure (MicroMist concentric nebuliser and Scott-type double-pass spray chamber; Glass Expansion, West Melbourne, Victoria, Australia). To maximise sensitivity and ensure a low oxide formation (ThO/Th < 0.3%) with LA-conditions, a NIST 612 Trace Element in Glass CRM was ablated with a H₂ tune (H₂ as reaction gas with 3 mL min⁻¹) in bandpass mode (SLS/SLG: 0.70/0.90). High purity liquid Ar boil-off was used (Ace Cryogenics, Castle Hill, New South Wales, Australia) as the carrier gas. Ultrahigh purity H₂ (99.999%) and/or ultrahigh purity O₂ (99.995%) were used as the reaction/collision gas (BOC, North Ryde, New South Wales, Australia).

#### Calibration and specifications

Calibration curves and construction of images were performed in ISIDAS, an in-house developed imaging software, with MayaVi 2 and Paraview used for image visualisation. The resulting calibration equations were used to convert the signal intensities of every voxel in each image to concentrations (µg g⁻¹). The limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ) were determined from calibration curves using 3σ and 10σ calculations, respectively.

#### Preparation of tissue standards

Tissue standards were prepared as previously described. Briefly, sheep brains were homogenised on ice using a tissue homogeniser (Omni Scientific; Kennesaw GA, USA), fitted with...
Table 2  Optimal tune parameters for each tune

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \text{O}_2 )</th>
<th>( \text{H}_2 ) and no gas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deflector potential</td>
<td>11 V</td>
<td>3 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy discrimination</td>
<td>6.1 V</td>
<td>4 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octopole bias</td>
<td>16.9 V</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{O}_2 ) gas flow</td>
<td>0.56 mL min(^{-1})</td>
<td>0 mL min(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{H}_2 )-gas flow</td>
<td>1.1 mL min(^{-1})</td>
<td>3 mL min(^{-1}) or 0 mL min(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 disposables 7 mm × 110 mm polycarbonate hard tissue OmniTips™. The tissue was then spiked with standard metal solutions prepared in 1% (v/v) \( \text{HNO}_3 \) from chloride, sulfate or nitrate salts of Mn, Fe, Cu, Zn, Se; minimum purity: 99.995% (Sigma-Aldrich, Castle Hill, NSW, Australia). The salts were distributed through the tissue by a second homogenisation step. Six ca. 50 mg aliquots of each standard were digested in 4 mL 69% \( \text{HNO}_3 \) and 1 mL 30% \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) in a Milestone MLS 1200 microwave digester (Milestone, Sorisole, Italy), diluted to approximately 50 g (accurately measured on an analytical balance), and analysed with an Agilent 7500cx ICP-MS (Agilent Technologies Australia, Mulgrave, Victoria, Australia) to confirm the combination and homogeneity of each element in the tissue standards. BCR165R (bovine liver reference standard) was digested and analysed to measure the digestion recovery. Frozen sections of tissue standards were cut at 30 \( \text{m} \) on a Leica cryotome (Leica, Solms, Germany) at -16 °C and mounted on Starfrost™ microscope slides (Waldemar Knittel Glasbearbeitungs, Wildhagen, Germany). Sections were air dried prior to use.

The standards of all relevant biometals were prepared at concentrations of biological significance.\(^{32}\) Four 4 mm lines of each standard were ablated to construct the calibration curves (see Table 3). The data was averaged for each calibration level. This analysis was performed in triplicate and the calibration curve was constructed with all three data points for each standard level as an input. The LINEST function in Microsoft Excel was used to determine the standard deviation of the \( y \)-intercept.

**Histological specimens**

All animal experiments conformed to the Australian National Health and Medical Research Council standards of animal care and were carried out in accordance with the requirements of the Howard Florey Animal Ethics Committee. 6 month old male C57BL/6 mice were raised according to standard animal care protocols and fed normal chow and water ad libitum.

Animals were euthanised with an overdose of sodium pentobarbitone (100 mg kg\(^{-1}\)) and perfused with 30 mL of warmed (37 °C) 0.1 M phosphate buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.4. Tissue was briefly fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS until the brains sank (for complete fixation of tissue), after which they were immersed overnight in two changes of 30% sucrose in PBS (to provide cryoprotection before cryosectioning).\(^{15}\) Tissue was then frozen at -80 °C and mounted in O.C.T.™ via the medulla oblongata and upper spinal cord. After equilibrating at -20 °C, the brains were sectioned using PTFE-coated cryotome blades to 30 \( \mu \text{m} \) thickness at 90 \( \mu \text{m} \) intervals and mounted on standard microscope slide.

Collection of human tissue was conducted with ethical approval of the St. Vincent’s Hospital Human Ethics Committee and were in accordance with Australian National Health and Medical Research Council Guidelines. Formalin fixed, paraffin embedded sections (30 \( \mu \text{m} \)) were obtained from a radical prostatectomy sample. Histopathological assessment revealed Gleason grade 3 + 3 prostate adenocarcinoma with focal extracapsular extension, clear margins, and no seminal vesicle involvement.

**Results and discussion**

**Tune development**

The tunes compared two modes of operation (bandpass and MS/MS) of the ICP-QQQ-MS for the analysis of biologically significant target elements representing those with substantial interferences (Table 1) and with little or no gas contaminant interferences (\(^{63}\text{Cu} \) and \(^{66}\text{Zn}\)).

Tune 1 (no-gas) served as a reference tune for comparison against tunes 2 and 3. In typical ICP-SQ-MS, attempts to increase sensitivity by increasing ion transmission results in concomitant increases in interfering polyatomic signals. In contrast, the QQQ configuration removes the confounding signals with increasing ion transmission by exploitation of collisions and reactions in Q2, followed by further mass filtering in Q3. Tune 2 (\( \text{H}_2 \)) was performed in bandpass mode which allowed manipulation of ion transmission through Q1 by varying the SLS and SLG parameters. Changing the SLG factor from 0.4 to 0.9 did not result in significant changes of sensitivity and was maintained at 0.9 for all further experiments. Fig. 1 shows a plot of sensitivity and BEC vs. SLS factor for copper.

All other target elements had similar profiles. The SLS factor had minimal impact on sensitivity and BEC between 0.5 and 0.7, and a marked decrease in sensitivity and increase in BEC between 0.7 and 0.8. A SLS factor of 0.7 and a SLG factor of 0.9 gave the maximum sensitivity and minimum BEC and were used for all further experiments. Tune 3 was performed in MS/MS mode which had fixed values of SLG and SLS to pass specific ions of interest to the reaction cell (Q2) prior to further filtering and detection in Q3. This tune mode was suitable for detecting on-mass or mass-shift ions for kinetically favoured reactions. All elements other than P and Se were monitored on-mass. Although Se has a small positive reaction enthalpy (Se\(^{+} \) +
O → SeO⁺ (δ 0.69 eV), we have previously shown in solution analysis that the SeO⁺ reaction is kinetically favoured.23

Sensitivity and limits of analysis

Table 4 summarises the limits of detection and quantification for all three tunes calculated from calibration curves constructed by laser ablation of each of the tissue standards shown in Table 3.

Small differences in LOD and LOQ were apparent across all of the tunes. The no-gas tune provided similar or better performance for ions free from gas contaminant interferences (⁶³Cu and ⁶⁶Zn) when compared against the other tunes. This indicated that mitigation of confounding signals with either reaction or mass shift had a minimal effect on the signal.

Adjusting the bandpass settings in the no-gas and H₂ tunes allowed more ions to be transmitted than traditionally occurs with ICP-SQ-MS, leading to increased backgrounds in the no-gas tune. However, addition of H₂ eliminated these increases and improved the detection limits for ⁵⁵Mn, ⁷⁸Se, ⁸⁰Se whilst ⁵⁶Fe remained the same. This is consistent with our previous reports of LOD improvement with H₂ tunes with a ICP-SQ-MS.17

The mass shift tune resulted in a similar detection limit for ⁸⁰Se when compared against H₂.

EBI of histological samples

The suitability of the ICP-QQQ-MS for EBI was demonstrated by analysis of two types of histological specimens. The first was biopsy material from a case of prostate cancer, whilst the second was a murine brain which has been well characterised by EBI using ICP-SQ-MS.5,31,34

A prostate cancer tissue biopsy with a Gleason Score of 6 (3 + 3), which represented a mid-range score assigned by the American Society of Clinical Oncology,35 in which the cells remain well differentiated, is shown in Fig. 2. This image was obtained with the mass shift tune in order to demonstrate that both on-mass and mass shift analytes may be detected. High levels of Zn were observed in the tissue and gave clear delineation of the histologically observed margins of the tumour. These findings are consistent with known upregulation of a number of Zn-rich proteins such as Zn-transporter proteins, ZIP9 and ZEB36,37 and suggesting that Zn or other elemental distributions may be able to provide a useful marker for augmenting current histological grading of prostate cancers. The levels of Se remained at or below the limits of detection even using the O₂/H₂ mass shift tune.

Fig. 1 Influence of the SLS-factor on the background and the sensitivity of m/z 63, SLG = 0.9. The same trend was observed for all masses. The lowest background and the highest sensitivity was at a SLS-factor of 0.7. All data was normalised to the calibration curve with the greatest slope.

Table 4 Limits of detection (LODs) and limits of quantification (LOQs) obtained from each of the tunes. LODs and LOQs were calculated from the calibration curves following laser ablation of each of the standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LODs µg g⁻¹</th>
<th>LOQs µg g⁻¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No-gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⁵⁵Mn</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⁵⁶Fe</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⁶⁴Cu</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⁶⁶Zn</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⁷⁸Se</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⁸⁰Se</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 Zn distribution of a prostate cancer section analysed by LA-ICP-QQQ and an O₂ tune.
Selenium has long been refractory to analysis by EBI. The detection of the two major isotopes, $^{79}$Se and $^{80}$Se, are confounded by polyatomic argon dimers, which are present in a large abundance. The mass shift from $m/z$ 80 to $m/z$ 96 effectively moved the Se signal away from the interferences, revealing a Se image of a mouse brain section (Fig. 3(a)). In the majority of applications of LA-ICP-MS, Se quantification is attempted after separation by gel electrophoresis separation, and pre-concentration of the selenoproteins.\cite{14,16} Se has previously been imaged in mouse models exposed to Cd via the O-mass shift on $^{80}$Se in sunflower leaves grown in a high Se matrix with a ICP-SQ-MS.\cite{32} However, mass shift products obtained with an ICP-SQ-MS are still subject to spectral interferences that are not present with ICP-QQQ-MS due to mass filtering in Q1; for example $^{96}$Mo, $^{96}$Ru, $^{96}$Zr, $^{39}$K$^{41}$O$^+$, $^{79}$Br$^{17}$O$^+$. Although dry plasmas used with LA-ICP-MS are not subjected to the same level of polyatomic formation as that of a traditional wet plasma with solution nebulisation,\cite{17} monoisotopic phosphorus is subject to polyatomic interferences from common gas contaminants such as N$_2$ and O$_2$. The P $\rightarrow$ PO mass shift is demonstrated in Fig. 3(b). The mass shift effectively removed interferences resulting in backgrounds of approximately 100 cps compared to approximately 2600 cps with LA-ICP-SQ-MS with the H$_2$ tune.

Conclusions

Three tunes representing the two modes of operation of the ICP-QQQ-MS were evaluated for EBI. The no-gas and hydrogen tunes were performed in bandpass mode which allowed increased ion transmission through Q1 \textit{via} manipulation of the SLS and SLG parameters. The no-gas tune provided excellent sensitivity for those elements less affected by Ar-based spectral interferences. The H$_2$ tune improved the detection limits for elements subject to gas-based interferences whilst maintaining the detection limits of those elements.

The O$_2$/H$_2$ tune was performed in MS/MS mode and was effective in mass-shifting the signals of P and Se, whilst maintaining sensitive detection of other elements. A prostate cancer biopsy and mouse brain was run with the O$_2$ tune. A high level of Zn was identified in the cancerous tissue and phosphorus (P) was readily converted to PO in the mouse brain. The S $\rightarrow$ SeO mass shift was effective for analysis of $^{80}$Se, the most abundant Se isotope, without the need to account for other spectral interferences on $m/z$ 96.
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